Assuming that ORD is ! + !-Erd os we show that if a class forcing amenable to L (an L-forcing) has a generic then it has one de nable in a set-generic extension of L O # ]. In fact we may choose such a generic to be periodic in the sense that it preserve the indiscernibility of a nal segment of a periodic subclass of the Silver indiscernibles, and therefore to be almost codable in the sense that it is de nable from a real which is generic for an L-forcing (and which belongs to a set-generic extension of L O # ]). This result is best possible in the sense that for any countable ordinal there is an L-forcing which has generics but none periodic of period . However, we do not know if an assumption beyond ZFC + \O # exists" is actually necessary for these results. De nition. is -Erd os if whenever C is CUB in and f : C] <! ?! is regressive (i.e., f(a) < min(a)) then f has a homogeneous set of ordertype .
2
Fact. is -Erd os i whenever A = hT; ; : : :i is transitive (in a countable language), ORD(T); C CUB in then there exists I C; ordertype (I) = such that I is a good set of 1 indiscernibles for A. Corollary 2. Suppose P has a generic and ORD is !+!-Erd os. Then P is almost relevant.
Remark. If f j is -Erd osg is stationary then it follows that ORD is -Erd os.
The proof of Theorem 1 provides a stronger conclusion which we describe next.
De nition. P is codable if P has a generic G de nable over L R]; R a real generic over L; R 2 L O # ]. P is almost codable if P has a generic G de nable over L R]; R a real generic over L; R in a set-generic extension of L O # ].
These notions can be alternatively described in terms of indiscernibility-preservation:
De nition. Let I = hi j 2 ORDi be the increasing enumeration of the Silver indiscernibles. For any ordinals 0 ; ( > 0) de ne I 0 ; = fi j of the form 0 + ; 2 ORDg. P is 0 ; -periodic if there is a P-generic G such that I 0 ; is a class of indiscernibles for hL G]; ; G; Ai. P is almost 0 ; -periodic if it is 0 ; -periodic in a set-generic extension of V .
Proposition 3.
(a) If A = ;;P L-de nable without parameters then P is codable i P is almost 3 does not need the assumption of (a) since for any A there exists some 0 such that Select a canonical enumeration of the hL;Ai-de nable open dense subclasses of P: Thus let hD n jn 2 !i be a sequence of predicates where each D n (x; 1 : : : n ) is de nable over hL;Ai such that for each 1 < < n in ORD, fx 2 LjD n (x; 1 : : : n )g is an open dense subclass of P and every open dense subclass of P is of this form for some n, for some 1 < < n in I =(Silver) indiscernibles. We may also assume that fhn;x;~ ijD n (x;~ )g is de nable over hL;Ai relative to a satisfaction predicate for hL;Ai. For 1 < < n in ORD we abuse notation and write D( 1 : : : n ) for fx 2 LjD n (x; 1 ; : : : n )g. Also let D ( 1 : : : n ) = \fD(~ )j~ ~ g. Now we construct an !-sequence of terms with Silver indiscernible parameters which we will use to de ne G . For j 0 2 X choose the least t j 0 (k 0 (j 0 ); j 0 ;k 1 (j 0 )) in D(j 0 ) \ G; where t j 0 is a Skolem term for L;k 0 (j 0 ) < j 0 <k 1 (j 0 ) is an increasing sequence of Silver indiscernibles. By the good-indiscernibility of X, t j 0 = t 0 ,k 0 (j 0 ) =k 0 are xed. Thus we can write t 0 (k 0 ; j 0 ;k 1 (j 0 )) 2 D(j 0 ) \ G for j 0 2 X. By the 1 ?stability in O # ; G; A of the elements of X we have: j 0 < j 1 in X ?!k 1 (j 0 ) < j 1 .
Next for j 0 < j 1 in X choose the least t j 0 ;j 1 (k 1 0 (j 0 ; j 1 ); j 0 ;k 1 1 (j 0 ; j 1 ); j 1 ;k 1 2 (j 0 ; j 1 )) in D (k 0 ; j 0 ;k 1 (j 0 ); j 1 ;k 1 (j 1 )) \ G. By the good-indiscernibility of X we can write the above term with Silver indiscernible parameters as t 1 (k 1 0 ; j 0 ;k 1 1 (j 0 ); j 1 ;k 1 2 (j 0 ; j 1 )). However, we want to argue thatk 1 2 (j 0 ; j 1 ) can be chosen independently of j 0 . To arrange this, rst note that t j 0 ;j 1 (k 1 0 (j 0 ; j 1 ); j 0 ;k 1 1 (j 0 ; j 1 ); j 1 ;k 1 2 (j 0 ; j 1 )) = t j 0 ;j 1 (k 1 0 (j 0 ; j 1 ); j 0 ;k 1 1 (j 0 ; j 1 ); j 1 ;k 1 2;0 (j 0 ; j 1 );1) where the latter is independent of the choice of the Silver indiscernibles1 abovek Lemma 6.k 1 2;0 (j 0 ; j 1 ) is independent of j 0 .
Proof. Enumerate the rst ! + 1 elements of X in increasing order as j 0 < j 1 < < j = (! + 1)st element of X and for any m; n letk(j n ; j) (m) denote the m th element ofk 1 2;0 (j n ; j). If the Lemma fails then for some xed m;k(j 0 ; j)(m) < k(j 1 ; j)(m) < : : : forms an increasing !-sequence of Silver indiscernibles with supremum`2 I. By the remark immediately preceding this Lemma,`has co nality j in L G]. By Covering between L and L G];`has co nality < (j + for j 0 6 = min(X). Also we can assume thatk 0 k 1 0 ;k 1 (j 0 ) k 1 1 (j 0 ) for j 0 2 X and moreover that the structure hk 1 1 (j 0 ); <i with a unary predicate fork 1 (j 0 ) has isomorphism type independent of j 0 2 X.
We obtain t 2 in a similar way: thus, t 2 (k 2 0 ; j 0 ;k 2 1 (j 0 ); j 1 ;k 2 1 (j 1 ); j 2 ;k 2 1 (j 2 )) 2 D (k 1 0 ; j 0 ;k 1 1 (j 0 ); j 1 ;k 1 1 (j 1 ); j 2 ;k 1 1 (j 2 )) \ G for j 0 < j 1 < j 2 in X andk 1 0 k 2 0 ;k 1 1 (j 0 ) k 2 1 (j 0 ), hk 2 1 (j 0 ); <i with unary predicates fork 1 1 (j 0 );k 1 (j 0 ) has isomorphism type independent of j 0 . Continue in this way to de ne t n (k n 0 ; j 0 ;k n 1 (j 0 ); : : : ; j n ;k n 1 (j n )) for each n and for j 0 < < j n in X. (The analogous version of Lemma 6 uses the rst ! + n elements of X.)
Let i 0 = minX and = ordertype ( S nk n 1 (j 0 )) for j 0 2 X; an ordinal independent of the choice of j 0 . We may assume that is a limit ordinal and in a generic extension where 0 is countable we may arrange that as follows: P 0 = f0g. P +1 = P P( ) where P( ) applies the forcing Q R = (Q relativized to R ) over the model L R ]; where R = the P -generic real. (Thus if R +1 = the P +1 -generic real we get I R ;R +1 = Even (I R ):) For limit let P = Inverse limit hP j < i and R = Join of hR j < i using the L-least counting of . By Friedman 94], the P 's preserve co nalities and ZFC. And P -generics exist, using the methods of Friedman 97], Chapter 3, Section Two. The forcing P adds a real R such that I R = fi 2 j 2 ORDg (and has a unique generic). If is not countable in L; rst apply a L evy collapse of and then perform the above construction to obtain P . The generic is no longer unique (as the L evy collapse is not) but it is the case that for any generic real R; I R = fi 2 j 2 ORDg ? ( + 1).
To prove Theorem 5: Choose to be the of the statement of that theorem; then a P -generic exists (as is countable) and P is not almost 0 ; -periodic for < . To rule out the case 0 < = ( of Theorem 5), add a Cohen set to ( ) + of L, after forcing with P . This proves Theorem 5. 
